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ABSTRACT
Character perception is an unique way to diagnosticate the unidentifiable character into understandable text. Nowadays, with the increasing urge of getting information digital media has been roped in because of its convenient use. Hence the printed media needs to get into digital format but the printed text needs to get recognized by the computer this difficulty is solved by the pattern matching technique used in this methodology this uses haar wavelet method to recognize the character, decompose it and frame it into understandable format keeping its prototype in mind this method can turn boon for the unidentifiable text also it can overcome the problems of printed text character perception system help human ease and reduce their jobs of manually handling and processing of document.

INTRODUCTION
Recognizing and analyzing character is one of most difficult task. Character recognition methods aims at identifying segmented characters in images of printed text. The objective is to develop an offline character recognizing system to recognize Machine Printed Characters from the document images, which comprises of text in machine printed format, which would be convert editable form. Documents are valuable resource of information. Lots of documents are available in libraries in the form of hard copy of any book, magazine, newspaper which is having great amount of valuable information. So it is needed to convert this documents into which will help to keep it forever that is nothing but transforming it into digital form. Many documents suffer from several factors such as low paper quality, degradation, lack of standard alphabets, stains, noise, dense and arbitrary layout, typesetting imperfections, low print contrast and fonts etc. These factors deny the operation of stereotyped image reorganization method to documents. So predominantly it is necessary to reduce the noise and improve the quality [1]. To remove the noise from the documents [2] appropriate method is applied. Further, there is a need to apply appropriate image enhancement techniques [3] to enhance the quality of these documents. Image Enhancement stage improves the clarity of images for human viewing, removes blurring and reduces noise and increases contrast for revealing more details [4]. To maintain the original document consistently [5,6] it is essential that these documents are transformed into digital media. One of the objectives of this paper is to preserve the documents forever.

System Design

System Architecture
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Image Acquisition: First of all raw unprocessed image is provide as input, it can be any text that contain preferred language. Initially images are taken from internet. Which are later available in folder of the system that to apply the following procedures.

Image Decomposition: The wavelet decomposition is nothing but to transform the original raw image into several components with single low-resolution component as shown in Figure 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows first level decomposition and figure 3 shows second level decomposition. A higher level of decomposition is obtained by repeating the same pattern of splitting it into number of rows and columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LL1</th>
<th>HL1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH1</td>
<td>HH1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2** First level Decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LL2</th>
<th>HL2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH2</td>
<td>HH2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3** Second level Decomposition

Image Binarization and Enhancement: This consists of the processes for Binarization and Enhancement. If given images are in RGB scale. before further processing convert it into a grayscale image and then into a binary image with appropriate thresholding will get an image without loss of information.

In binarization, it takes the original scan image matrix as input and processes each pixel of it in such a way that, if the pixel value is greater than 200 it assumes it as a white pixel and change it to value 1. Similarly, if the pixel value is less than 200 it assumes it as a black pixel and changes it to 0.

Table 1 Some important pre-processing operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binarization</td>
<td>It is use to separates image pixels as text or background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Reduction</td>
<td>Noise Reduction Better improvements of image acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thresholding</td>
<td>Separating information from its background.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enhancement takes the binary image matrix as input, scan it from top row to bottom row for every pixel of each row. If it finds any pixel in a row then it assumes it as the top of the image. After that, it again scans all pixel of every row and if it founds any pixel then it will increment the row number. At the end of the image, it will save the last row where it last found a black pixel in the image, and assume that row as the bottom of the image. Similarly, by the same process, it will detect the right and left edge of that image. It will scan it from left most column to right most column for every pixel of each column. If it finds any pixel in a column then it assumes it as the leftmost edge of the image. After that, it again scans all pixel of every column and if it finds any pixel it will increment the column number. At the rightmost end of an image, it will save the last column number where it found the last black pixel in the image, and assume that column as the rightmost edge of the image.

Locate bag of words: In the previous stage all images are decomposed. As character area are shown with white pixel and background with black. If character area of white pixel are greater than 90% then consider that there is character otherwise not.

Extract Image: The left edge, right edge, top edge and bottom edge of the entire image are detected and cropped.

Character Reorganization: The difficult stage is to recognize the character, here the matching operation is going to perform on the image which is provided as input and another one is the image from the dataset. Before matching, each image from the dataset is taken and binarized. Then both the acquired input character image and the binarized dataset image is resized in a particular size. Then it performs a pixel by pixel matching operation between the input image and all the stored image in the dataset. It does the same for all the dataset image and finally, the one with the maximum number of matched pixel is selected and accordingly the appropriate character is detected from the data.

Character Printing: The character with the maximum value of the correlation coefficient is then printed on the screen in the form of an image.

Algorithm (Haar Wavelet)
1. Start
2. Input an Image I
3. Input Decomposition Level L
4. Resize an Image with size of Width & Height as power of 2.
5. Initialize i=1, Width<sub>new</sub>=0, Height<sub>new</sub>=0.
6. While(1)
   a. Width<sub>new_end</sub>=Width<sub>new</sub>+Width/L;
   b. Height<sub>new_end</sub>=Height<sub>new</sub>+Height/L;
   c. Di = Decompose an Image I (Width<sub>new</sub>,Width<sub>new_end</sub>,Height<sub>new</sub>,Height<sub>new_end</sub>)
   d. Save Di
   e. I=i+1;
   f. Width<sub>new</sub>=Width<sub>new_end</sub>;
   g. Height<sub>new</sub>=Height<sub>new_end</sub>;
   h. End
7. Save Result
8. Stop

Algorithm (Extract Bag of Words)
1. Start
2. Input Haar Decomposed Images database.
3. For i=1: length(Haar Database H<sub>d</sub>)
   a. Read an Image I = H<sub>d</sub>(i);
   b. If I.contains (Char_Area) >90 %
      c. Crop an Image I
      d. End
4. Save Bag of Words.
5. Stop

Algorithm: (Binarization)
1. Start
2. Input an Image I;
3. If I(:,:,:) > 200
   Set I(:,:,:) = 255
End
4. Save Binary Image.
5. Stop

Algorithm: Normalize Absolute Error
1: Start
2: Input an Image and
3: Load database character
4: For i=1 to length (BOW)
   For i=1 to length (Database)
      Find NAE (BOW, Database)
   End
   NAEindex = Max (NAE)
   Character = NAE (index)
   Display Character
5: Save Result
6: Stop

Where
BOW – Bag of words
NAE – Normalize Absolute Error

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

We have compare our proposed methodology with different parameters that we have taken for development. The developed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and the performance of the system was evaluated using different parameters as Entropy, Mean Intensity, Standard Deviation, etc. The result obtained after comparing the parameters for original images and enhanced images is shown in the below table 4.3 and its analysis graph is shown in the figure 4.3 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Original Image</th>
<th>Enhance Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>4.4987</td>
<td>0.15125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of Image</td>
<td>221.3125</td>
<td>253.5518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>61.1762</td>
<td>17.0107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Height</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Width</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>4098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed method is able to recognize most of the characters of the degraded or blurred document. The performance of proposed method is compare with bilateral filtering with binarization method and it has been found the proposed method work well is adverse condition even when background is highly contrast. Along with better image enhancement we are also able to extract the most of data written on such degraded documents.

CONCLUSION

As an overall scenario of the technique is for solving the problem of offline character recognition. This system will be developed by using the technique which is Haar wavelet based pattern matching approach to recognize the character image. Additionally interface of system is user friendly because of the steps provided in the system for character recognition. The future scope includes recognition of cursive handwriting and online character recognition with increase accuracy.
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